We introduce a general framework for describing deformed phase spaces with group valued momenta. Using techniques from the theory of Poisson-Lie groups and Lie bi-algebras we develop tools for constructing Poisson structures on the deformed phase space starting from the minimal input of the algebraic structure of the generators of the momentum Lie group. The tools developed are used to derive Poisson structures on examples of group momentum space much studied in the literature such as the n-dimensional generalization of the κ-deformed momentum space and the SL(2, Ê) momentum space in three space-time dimensions. We discuss classical momentum observables associated to multi-particle systems and argue that these combine according the usual four-vector addition despite the non-abelian group structure of momentum space.
I. INTRODUCTION
While it is not unusual in physics to contemplate mechanical systems whose configuration space is described by a curved manifold, systems, in particular point particles, with a curved momentum space have only recently received attention. Interest for momentum space with a non-trivial geometry sparked within the community working on quantum aspects of gravity in the past years and can be traced back to two main lines of research: the study of classical and quantum kinematics of point particles coupled to gravity in three space-time dimensions and Planck-scale deformations of the Poincaré group which can accommodate a fundamental, observer independent, energy scale.
A non-trivial momentum space geometry was first explicitly suggested by 't Hooft in [1] , based on his "polygon approach" to the kinematics of point-particles coupled to threedimensional gravity [2] . Such particles are described by conical defects of space-time with their mass proportional to the deficit angle of the cone, the amount a test vector gets rotated when transported around the tip of the cone i.e. the location of the particle. Matschull and Welling [3] provided the first systematic description of the phase space of such particles showing that their momenta belong to the Lie group SL(2, R), the (double cover of the) three-dimensional Lorentz group. In a parallel work, Bais and Muller [4] (whose treatment was expanded and carried out in detail in [5] ), starting from the formulation of gravity as a Chern-Simons theory of the Poincaré group, argued that a description of the phase space of particles coupled to the theory requires the original symmetry group to be deformed to a quantum group, known as the "quantum double" of the Lorentz group. Here, as in [3] , the key ingredient in the formulation of phase space is the use of holonomies of the flat connection of the theory, i.e. elements of the Lorentz group, to describe momenta of the particles. In particular these papers provide the first evidence of the connection between quantum deformations of relativistic symmetries and group-valued momenta (here the adjective "quantum" refers to the fact that ordinary Lie algebra and group structures are replaced by Hopf algebras also known as "quantum groups").
Quantum deformations of the Poincaré algebra were first proposed in [6, 7] . The appeal of such models, in particular of the so-called κ-Poincaré algebra, relies on the energy scale set by the deformation parameter κ, naturally associated with a Planckian scale. These mathematical models served as a basis for the formulation of the so-called "doubly special relativity" theories [8, 9] , in which the deformation parameter is regarded as an observer independent scale. It was soon realized [10] that the new features of these deformed symmetries can be understood in terms of a non-trivial geometry of momentum space and, in particular, it was showed in [11] that the κ-deformed momentum space in four space-time dimensions is given by a Lie group obtained from the Iwasawa decomposition of the de Sitter group SO(4, 1). In the last few years the non-trivial geometric properties of momentum space and the associated deformed phase spaces, provided the arena for then new paradigm of "relative locality" [12] .
In all these works the deformed phase spaces are constructed following different techniques tailored for the particular model under consideration. This is especially the case for the fundamental structures defined on such phase spaces: the Poisson brackets. In this paper we describe an approach to the construction of deformed phase spaces with group valued momenta and their Poisson structures which relies only on minimal, model independent, ingredients. Using elements of the theory of Poisson Lie groups we show how it is possible to construct such deformed phase spaces using as the only input the algebraic structure of the generators of the momentum Lie group.
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Our approach has two advantages: on one side it only relies on the specification of the momemtum group manifold and thus it does not depend on the details of the fundamental theories from which the model is derived, on the other side it can be easily applied to the construction of deformed phase spaces with any momentum Lie group. Moreover it provides a solid starting point for the quantization of models with curved momentum space and their associated deformed symmetries.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next Section we illustrate in detail the basics of the theory of Poisson Lie groups and Lie bi-algebras needed for our discussion. We do so in a self-contained way in order to make the tools borrowed from the mathematical literature accessible to a physics audience. In Section III we re-formulate the conventional phase space description of a relativistic (spinless) point particle using the language of Poisson Lie groups. This will set the stage for the construction, described in Section IV, of the deformed phase space associated with momenta living on the AN(n) Lie group, the n-dimensional 1 The structures that appear in the theory of Poisson-Lie groups, mainly developed in the seminal papers by Drinfeld [13, 14] Semenov-Tian-Shansky [15, 16] and the classical r-matrix introduced previously by Sklyanin [17, 18] , came as a classical limit of the structures that appeared in the theory of quantum integrable systems and in turn they appear in the theory of classical integrable systems. See [19] for a good review on the subject and the references within.
generalization of the momentum space associated to the κ-Poincaré algebra. In Section V we describe the analogous construction for a phase space with a SL(2, Ê) momentum space, the momentum space of point particles coupled to gravity in three space-time dimensions.
In the following Section VI we elaborate on the description of phase space for multi-particle systems, a subject which has been object of much controversy in the literature. We conclude in Section VII with a summary of our results and an outlook for future developments.
II. FROM SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS TO POISSON-LIE GROUPS
We begin our discussion with a review of equivalent formulations of a classical particle's phase space. We start from the conventional picture of phase space as the cotangent bundle of a configuration space equipped with a symplectic form which determines, together with a Hamiltonian and via the Poisson bracket, the dynamics of the system. We show how this familiar picture can be recast in the more abstract language of Poisson-Lie groups and associated r-matrices which allow a rather straightforward generalization to phase spaces which do not possess the structure of cotangent bundles and, in particular, to phase spaces in which momenta belong to a non-abelian Lie group.
A. From symplectic manifolds to Poisson manifolds
In the usual textbook formulation the states of a classical system belong to a phase space which is given by a symplectic manifold: an even dimensional differential manifold Γ equipped with a non-degenerate closed two-form ω. In most cases Γ is the cotangent bundle of the configuration space M: Γ = T * M. Classical observables are differentiable functions on phase space i.e. belong to C ∞ (Γ). The dynamics is determined by a function on Γ, the Hamiltonian, and the evolution of the system is described by an integral curve of the Hamiltonian vector field X H on Γ determined by Hamilton equations [20] . One way to describe the action of the Hamiltonian vector field X H on functions in C ∞ (Γ) is in terms of the Poisson bracket, namely a map { · , · } :
with the properties of a Lie bracket, i.e., antisymmetry, the Jacobi identity and the Leibniz-like property. If the Poisson bracket is non-degenerate (there is no point in Γ in which {f, h} = 0 for any f, h ∈ C ∞ (Γ)) the Poisson structure is symplectic. The Hamiltonian vector field X f can be defined, for any function f ∈ C ∞ (Γ) via the relation
from which, the Poisson bracket can be written in terms of the symplectic form as
The properties which characterize the Poisson bracket are determined by the symplectic form ω, in particular the antisymmetry is given by the two-form nature of ω, the Jacoby identity corresponds to dω = 0 and the exterior differentiation accounts for the Leibniz-like property.
Formally we can generalize the mathematical description of the phase space from that of a symplectic manifold to a Poisson manifold. This is nothing but a pair (Γ, { , }) where Γ is a differential manifold and { , } a Poisson bracket with the properties specified above. The
Poisson bracket can be expressed in terms of a skew-symmetric rank-two tensor w ∈ T Γ⊗T Γ by means of the dual pairing between a vector space and its dual · , · :
and its generalization to tensor fields. Thus, we define the Poisson bracket for f, g ∈ C ∞ (Γ) as {f, g} = w, df ⊗ dg .
The skew-symmetric tensor w is called Poisson bi-vector and induces a mapping w( , · ) :
. The important point to notice is that this map is not necessarily invertible and in those cases we do not have a symplectic structure. On the contrary, every symplectic structure is a Poisson structure.
Our goal is to provide a consistent description of the phase space and Poisson structure of particles whose momenta live on a non-abelian Lie group. In general for phase spaces which are (direct products of) group manifolds, i.e. where both configuration space and momentum space can be curved spaces, there is a suitable mathematical formalism to define Poisson brackets which are compatible with the group structure, these are the so-called Poisson-Lie groups. The Poisson structure of a Poisson-Lie group, however, is never symplectic. If one renounces to the requirement of compatibility with the group structure there is still a concise mathematical way to define a symplectic Poisson structure for the Lie group, called the Heisenberg double. Below we provide the minimal concepts needed to consistently determine such symplectic Poisson structure starting from the infinitesimal algebraic structure of the group.
B. Lie groups as phase spaces
Let us start by considering a phase space Γ = T × G, given by the Cartesian product of a n-dimensional Lie group configuration space T and a n-dimensional Lie group momentum space G. Of course, in this case the phase space no longer bears the structure of a cotangent bundle and it is not obvious how the structures reviewed in the previous section, in particular the Poisson brackets, can be generalized. In order to see how it is possible to extend such tools we start from the Lie algebras associated to these Lie groups, t for T and g for G.
Denoting the generators as {P µ } for t and {X µ } for g, µ = 0, . . . , n − 1, the Lie brackets are
where d σ µν and c µν σ are the structure constants of the Lie algebras. Since T and G will describe, respectively, the positions and momenta of the classical system, it is useful to regard t and g as dual vector spaces with a dual pairing defined in terms of the basis elements as
Let us notice that such duality between t and g allows one to define Poisson brackets on both spaces. To see this let us consider an element Y ∈ t, since t is a vector space the tangent space T Y t ≃ t is isomorphic to t itself. If we take a smooth function f ∈ C ∞ (t) then the differential (df ) Y : T Y t → R can be seen as an element of the space T * Y t ≃ g. The Poisson bracket on C ∞ (t) is then given in terms of the commutators of g by
In the same way the Lie brackets on t determine Poisson brackets on C ∞ (g). In particular let us consider coordinate functions f = x µ and g = x ν such that dx µ , dx ν ∈ g, it is easy to see that the Lie algebra structure of g induces the following Poisson bracket on these
and, analogously, the Lie algebra structure on t defines a Poisson structure {p µ , p ν } = d σ µν p σ on C ∞ (g) with p µ coordinate functions on g such that the associated differential coincides with the generators X µ . Notice that being such brackets isomorphic to Lie brackets, they automatically satisfy all the required properties for being a Poisson bracket i.e. skew symmetry and Jacobi identity. These brackets are known in the literature as Kirillov-Kostant brackets and are the key object in the description of phase spaces in terms of co-adjoint orbits [23] . The Poisson brackets we just discussed reflect a new structure which can be defined on the Lie algebras t and g. Indeed we can write down maps δ t : t → t ⊗ t and
It is easy to see that through the dual pairing (5) the functions δ t and δ g determine the Lie brackets of g and t, respectively via the relations
which explains why in the literature such functions are called co-commutators.
Besides its direct relationship with a Poisson structure on the dual space, the cocommutator defined on a Lie algebra is also linked to a Poisson structure on the associated Lie group. This is of immediate relevance for the analysis we present in this work. In order to illustrate in some detail this link, we review the basics of Poisson structures on a Lie group. The main goal will be to introduce the necessary tools to derive a formula connecting the Poisson bi-vector on the group manifold with the co-commutator on its Lie-algebra.
Poisson structures on Lie groups
The framework of Poisson-Lie groups is based on the requirement of having a Poisson structure on the group G such that the group multiplication map m :
Poisson map. This means that, in terms of the Poisson bracket decomposition for functions on the Cartesian product of spaces, the following property must hold:
Such expression can be translated into a condition for the Poisson bracket on the group {·, ·} G using the left and right translation maps
to become
A Lie group equipped with a Poisson bracket satisfying such property is known as a PoissonLie group.
We would now like to rewrite the Poisson bracket in terms of a Poisson bi-vector. In doing so, we will be able to describe the infinitesimal version of the Poisson structure on the Lie group and to connect it with the co-commutator.
Let us focus on the right translation map R g . We have the following maps induced by R g 2 :
the pullback between cotangent spaces R * g 2
G and the pushforward between tangent spaces R g 2 * :
Indeed, for a tangent vector at g ∈ G, X ∈ T g 1 G and the differential df ∈ T g 1 g 2 G, we have the dual pairing between elements of the dual spaces
The analogous relation for the left translation and its induced maps is
where
The pullback and pushforward of R g and L g can be generalized to the tensor product of spaces of any rank using the above relations.
The Poisson bi-vector is then defined in terms of the dual pairing between tangent and cotangent spaces as follows
where for notational simplicity we dropped the subscript G on the Poisson bracket. It is rather straightforward to write down the analogous of condition (12) for the Poisson bi-vector In order to make contact with the notion of co-commutator we focus on the right translate of the Poisson bivector w to the identity element of G, denoted by w R : G → g × g, where g = T e G is the Lie algebra of G. First, we note that
hence we have for the Poisson bivector
To obtain an expression involving Lie algebra elements we express the group element as g = e tX and consider the derivative of the second term in (17), using w R (e) = 0 we obtain
We now define the co-commutator in terms of w R as
Denoting ξ i = df i | e and equating (19) to the derivative of the l.h.s. of (17), we can write down the following relation between co-commutator and Poisson bracket on the group
For Poisson-Lie groups w R must comply with a condition analogous to (16) which ensures that the group multiplication on G is a Poisson map. Such condition will translate on a "local" condition on the co-commutator through (20) which we will derive explicitely.
Writing
we can act on (16) with the tangent linear map associated to the right action R −1
and using the identity
The translation
denoting the action of the tangent linear maps as L g 1 * R g −1 1 * = Ad g 1 , we can write the above relation as
which is the required condition on w R which ensures that the Poisson structure is compatible with group multiplication. Let us differentiate (25) in order to derive the analogous condition for the co-commutator δ(X). We start by noticing that from the definition (20) it follows
taking into account the identity
2 The property is easily verified by taking the derivative in the direction of X of w R (e) = 0.
and applying the condition (25) for w R twice we get
where we used that w R (e) = 0, Ad e ⊗2 = ½ ⊗ ½. Introducing the notation
We can rewrite (28) as the following equation for the co-commutator
which is known in the mathematical literature as the co-cycle condition [21, 24] . A Lie algebra equipped with a co-commutator satisfying the co-cycle condition is called a Lie bi-algebra. We will see that the Lie-bialgebra structure can give rise to Poisson structures which are not Poisson-Lie but are symplectic, and that the requirement (30) for the Liebialgebra structure is still crucial in order to have a proper Poisson structure. Thus, from our perspective, the fundamental question is to look for co-commutators which satisfy the co-cycle condition which we can use to construct a Poisson structure on a phase space with group-valued momenta.
Poisson structures and the r-matrix
One way to construct a co-commutator which automatically satisfies the co-cycle condition is to consider one of the form
where r is a generic element of g ⊗ g called the r-matrix. In order for δ to be a genuine co-commutator the r-matrix must satisfy the following two conditions:
1. The symmetric part of r, r + =
with r = r ij X i ⊗ X j where {X i } is a basis of g. 
and
The first condition is directly related to skew-symmetry of the Poisson bracket and Lie brackets defined by δ. Analogously, the second condition ensures that such brackets satisfy the Jacobi identity. Notice that from the first condition we see that (ad g ⊗½+½⊗ad g )r + = 0 is trivially satisfied if r + = 0, i.e. using a skew-symmetric r-matrix. It is also clear that the 
is known as the modified classical Yang-Baxter equation (mCYBE). The most important point for us is that the co-commutator, as defined by (31), can be integrated to a Poisson structure on G. One possibility is to hold on the requirement of compatibility with group multiplication and obtaining a Poisson-Lie structure on G. Nevertheless, other Poisson structures can be associated to the same co-commutator which are not Poisson-Lie but which e.g. are symplectic and thus are good candidates for describing the Poisson bracket of a deformed phase space. These last structures are the ones we are interested in.
Before moving on let us describe in some detail the Poisson bi-vectors associated a rmatrix. A possible choice of Poisson bi-vector associated to a given r-matrix is such that its right translate to the identity element of G is given by
Writing an element of G as g = e tX , is a straightforward calculation to check that (36) has the "correct" derivative
It is also easily checked that (36) satisfies the co-cycle property (25) .
It is possible to define a different Poisson structure on G, starting from the same r-matrix, which also satisfies the above properties. This structure is determined by the Poisson bi-
where r * is minus the transpose of r, that is, if r = r
(r * = −r t ). As we will see this Poisson bivector does not give rise to a Poisson-Lie structure but it allows to define a symplectic Poisson structure on the group manifold as it is not necessarily degenerated at the group identity.
It is useful to write down the explicit form of the Poisson brackets on the group in terms of the r-matrix. The Poisson bracket associated to (36) can be obtained from (15) written in terms of the right translate of w g to the identity element, c.f. equation (17)
where in the third line we used the equality L g 1 * R g −1 1 * = Ad g 1 . Thus we have
The corresponding expression for the bivector (38) is given by
In order to write the brackets in a form which will be more convenient for actual calculations we express the r-matrix as r = r ij X i ⊗X j in terms of a basis {X i } for g = T e G. The bracket (39) will be written as
are the left and right translate of X i ∈ T e G = g, and thus in compact form
Analogously for the bracket (38) we can write
Let us finally notice that if G is a matrix group, the matrix elements t lm in GL n (R) can be seen as coordinate functions on the group, t lm (g). The Poisson bracket is determined by these matrix elements
where T is the matrix whose elements are t lm . Then
Usually, this Poisson bracket is denoted as {t mn , t kl } = {T ⊗ , T } mnkl and it is written as
In the next section we will apply the tools illustrated so far to cartesian product Lie groups of the type T × G. Imposing a duality relation between the Lie algebras t and g the group manifold Γ = T × G can be seen as a deformation of ordinary phase spaces with group manifold configuration space and momentum space.
C. Deforming phase spaces: the classical doubles
In order to define a Poisson structure on the group phase space Γ = T × G we will look for an "exponentiated" version of co-commutators defined on the Lie (bi)-algebra t ⊕ g. The starting point, of course, will be to define a Lie algebra structure on the vector space t ⊕ g compatible with the duality relation (5) between t and g. Such relation is encoded in the natural inner product on t ⊕ g given by
We want to define on t ⊕ g a Lie bracket such that the inner product above is invariant under the adjoint action of the elements of t ⊕ g, that is
The following Lie brackets
comply with such requirement as it can be easily verified. However, in order to show that these brackets turn t ⊕ g into a Lie algebra we must ensure that they satisfy the Jacobi identity. It turns out that the brackets (49) on t ⊕ g satisfy the Jacobi identity if and only if the co-commutator δ t on the Lie algebra t satisfies the co-cycle condition (30) [21] .
As we discussed at the beginning of Section II.B, the Lie algebra structure on t defines a co-commutator δ g on the dual "momentum" Lie algebra t via
Thus we see that given the Lie algebra structure (49) on t ⊕ g and the pairing through the inner product (47), a Lie bi-algebra structure on t (and by duality on g) is naturally induced and it can be shown to be unique [21] .
We want to define now a Lie-bialgebra structure on the whole direct sum Lie algebra
. define a co-commutator δ D which reproduces δ t and δ g as given in equations (8) when restricted, respectively, to t and g. It turns out that there is a canonical way 3 of 3 Sometimes the r-matrix is written directly as the skew-symmetric part
, which obviously yields the same Lie-bialgebra structure. One just have to notice that in such cases the r − -matrix satisfies trivially adr + = 0 and also it is a solution for the mCYBE instead of the CYBE. See [22] for the use of an analogous classical r-matrix in the context of deformations of the Poincaré group.
defining such co-commutator in terms of the r-matrix belonging to t ⊗ g
It is easily verified that such co-commutator reduces to (8) , when Z A = X µ or Z A = P µ . It can be also proved [21] that (52) defines a genuine Lie bi-algebra structure on D, i.e. that δ D (Z A ) complies with the properties listed in Section IIB.
We can now use the r-matrix (51) do define a Poisson structure along the lines illustrated in the previous section. There we saw that, given an appropriate r-matrix, there are two possible choices of Poisson bi-vector which can be used to define a Poisson structure on Γ = T × G. Let us consider two functions on Γ,
In terms of the r-matrix
we have a Poisson bracket given by
where Z 
where γ ∈ Γ with γ ij its components which can be understood as coordinate functions for
This can be expressed compactly as
with the plus subscript denoting the anti-commutator and the minus for the commutator.
The bracket given by the commutator equips D with the structure of Drinfeld double and the one with the anticommutator the strucuture of the Heisenberg double. We would like to stress the fundamental difference between these two structures. On the one hand, the Drinfeld structure (36) satisfies the compatibility condition (16) for having a Poisson-Lie group, but the Poisson structure is always degenerated at the identity element e ∈ G, hence the structure is not symplectic 4 . On the other hand, in the case of the Heisenberg double, one renounces to the requirement of compatibility between the group multiplication and the Poisson structure favouring the possibility of a global symplectic structure [19] . In what follows we will focus on explicit examples of phase spaces and their Poisson structures making use of the tools developed so far. We will start from a ordinary massive relativistic particle and will proceed to consider deformed phase spaces in three and more space-time dimensions which are characterized by momenta living on a non-abelian Lie group.
III. RELATIVISTIC SPINLESS PARTICLE: FLAT MOMENTUM SPACE
In this section we start by describing the (undeformed) phase space of a relativistic spinless particle using the tools developed in the previous Section. Even though the following treatment might appear as a byzantine academic exercise, it will serve as a starting point for introducing the deformations of momentum space which we will develop in the next Sections.
The configuration space of a spinless relativistic particle in n + 1-dimensions can be identified with the Abelian group of translations, T ≃ R n,1 . At any point in the configuration space x ∈ T the cotangent (momentum) space is T * x R n,1 = R n,1 * , where R n,1 * stands for the dual, as a vector space, to R n,1 . Following a "geometric" approach, at this point one would introduce a symplectic structure and with it a Poisson bracket for the space of functions on the cotangent bundle T * T . Here we will follow an algebraic approach along the lines discussed in the previous section. Our phase space manifold Γ is given by
We denote the Lie algebra associated to each component of Γ as t and t * for T and T * , respectively, and the coordinates for T as x µ and p µ for T * , with µ = 0, . . . , n. For the Lie algebra t we denote the basis elements as {P µ }, whereas for t * we use {X µ }. The (trivial)
Lie brackets are
for all µ, ν. We will see that the coordinate bases for the Lie algebras related to the groups coordinates are
where X µ = η µν X ν , η µν = diag(+, −, . . . , −) and a, b = 1, . . . , n. Taking into account that t and t * are dual spaces P µ , X ν = δ ν µ , we can define an inner product for t ⊕ t * extending the dual pairing as follows
As we saw in the previous section we can define a Lie bracket for t ⊕ t * asking that the inner product of the direct sum is ad-invariant. The "mixed" commutator vanishes for any two members of t ⊕ t * , thus we obtain an Abelian Lie algebra
Therefore, for t and t * we have trivial co-commutators
in accordance with the two first expressions in (60) .
At this point we only have a Lie algebra structure for t ⊕ t * . We are interested in defining a Lie-bialgebra structure on such Lie algebra in order to obtain the "double" of the Lie algebra of translations, D(t). Since we are dealing with an abelian Lie algebra, the Lie bialgebra structure will have a trivial co-commutator. Nevertheless, we want to carry on with this construction as we want to present the next cases as a deformation of momentum space to a non-abelian Lie group.
The co-commutator for the double D(t) can be obtained from (52) choosing an r-matrix which fulfills the conditions of the ad-invariance of its symmetric part and the (modified)
Yang Baxter equation. In this case where the Lie algebra of t ⊕ t * is trivial any r-matrix satisfies the Lie-bialgebra conditions and has a trivial co-commutator. The canonical Poisson bracket can be obtained from the following anti-symmetric r-matrix
Grouping the set of generators for t and t * as Z A = (P µ , X µ ) where A = 1, . . . , 2(n + 1) we see that
for all Z A ∈ t ⊕ t * , i.e. we have Lie-bialgebra structure turning t ⊕ t * in a classical double.
We can now derive the Poisson bracket for the Poisson-Lie group whose Lie algebra is given by t ⊕ t * with the trivial commutators (60) . From the canonical r-matrix (62) and choosing the plus sign in (53) we see that
Using the coordinate basis (58) we obtain
and the Poisson brackets for the coordinate functions on the phase space are
where a, b = 1, . . . , n. This Poisson structure is also symplectic as the Poisson bivector is non-degenerate. Notice that if we had chosen the minus sign in (53), i.e. the Drinfeld double structure, we would have obtained a trivial Poisson-Lie structure! Thus the Heisenberg double structure, in the flat momentum space, can be used to define the canonical Poisson brackets of textbook classical mechanics of a relativistic point particle.
IV. DEFORMING MOMENTUM SPACE TO THE AN (n) GROUP
As a first example of non-abelian momentum space we will consider an n-dimensional
Lie sub-group of the n + 2-dimensional Lorentz group SO(n + 1, 1) denoted as AN(n).
The three and four-dimensional versions of this group have been subject of an extensive study over the past years in the context of κ-deformations of relativistic symmetries [26-29, 32, 33] . These models are characterized by deformed translation generators which act according to a "generalized Leibniz rule" on tensor product representations. Such generators are associated to a AN(n) momentum space which as a manifold is described by "half" of the n + 1-dimensional de Sitter space. The deformation parameter κ, with dimension of inverse length, is related to the curvature of de Sitter space. The Lie algebra an(n), when its generators are identified with space-time coordinates, is known in the literature as the n + 1-dimensional κ-Minkowski space. For further technical details on κ-deformations the interested reader can consult [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . The main goal of this Section will be to show that starting from minimal ingredients, namely the structures constants the Lie algebra an(n),
we can construct a suitable Poisson structure on a deformed phase space in which momenta belong to the AN(n) Lie group. Such phase space provides a description of the kinematics of a classical κ-deformed relativistic particle.
Our starting point will be the manifold Γ = T × AN(n) where T = Ê n,1 that is the ordinary n+ 1-dimensional Minkowski configuration space. The usual flat momentum space, however, is now replaced by the group manifold AN(n). In all examples that will follow we will restrict to models with flat configuration space T = Ê n,1 .
Let us look at the Lie algebras of both components of the cartesian product group Γ.
Denoting again with {P µ } the basis of t and with {X µ }, µ = 0, . . . , n the basis of an(n) we
We immediately see that in the limit κ → ∞ we recover the undeformed case of a ordinary relativistic particle reviewed in the previous Section. The algebra an(n) is usually expressed
where a, b = 1, . . . , n. The two vector spaces t and an(n) are dual with respect to the inner product P µ ,X ν = δ ν µ . The Lie algebra structure of an(n) reflects on a non-trivial co-commutator for t
while for an(n) we have
The direct sum of Lie algebras t ⊕ an(n) can be equipped with an inner product, cfr.
(48), invariant under the action of t and an(n)
Such product can be used to derive Lie brackets defining a Lie algebra structure on t⊕an(n).
The Lie brackets are given by (67) together with
which written explicitly read
As we showed in Section II, in order to define a Poisson structure on Γ is suffices to introduce an r-matrix which turns t ⊕ an(n) into a Lie bi-algebra. A candidate r-matrix can be obtained from (62) simply replacing X µ with the new generatorsX
It is easily checked that this skew-symmetric r-matrix (74) satisfies the two conditions to render t ⊕ an(n) a Lie-bialgebra, that is, r + = 0 is trivially ad-invariant and a direct calculation shows that the Schouten bracket satisfies the modified Classical Yang-Baxter equation
The co-commutator on t ⊕ an(n) is defined by (52) and on the generators of t and an(n)
reduces to
It can be verified that the co-commutator satisfies the cocycle condition
so the Lie-bialgebra t ⊕ an(2) can be seen as a classical doubleD(t) ≡ t ⊕ an(n).
We can use the structures just described to construct a Poisson structure on the group
D(T ) = T ×AN(n).
We will use a matrix representation for the Lie algebra an(n) and we will extend it in order to include in the representation the Lie algebra t. It is common practice to describe the group AN(n) in embedding coordinates which make clear the identification of the group manifold with half of the (n + 1)-de Sitter hyperboloid embedded in (n + 1) + 1-Minkowski space. In this case the generators of the corresponding Lie algebra are given by combinations of the generators of the Lie algebra so(n + 1, 1) and are represented by (n + 2) × (n + 2) matrices [46] . However, in order to include translations, to obtain a matrix representation for the Lie algebra t ⊕ an(n), it will be necessary to work in a different representation. We thus introduce the adjoint representation R for an(n) defined 
T , where the superscript T stands for the transpose of the matrix [47] .
We will call this matrix representation the co-adjoint representation R * of an(n).
In what follows we will work with the co-adjoint representation for an(n) since it allows to extend the (n + 1) × (n + 1)-matrix representation of an(n) to include the basis of t arranged in an extra column resulting in a (n + 2) × (n + 2)-matrix representation for the Lie algebra t ⊕ an(n). Let us write such matrix representation explicitly. The basis for an(n) is given by n + 1 matrices of size (n + 1) × (n + 1). The basis of the Lie algebra t ⊕ an(n) can be represented in terms of (n + 2) × (n + 2)-matrices. The matrices corresponding to t read
where 0 n and 0 (n+1) are n and (n + 1)-component zero vectors, respectively, and u µ = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) is a (n + 1)-component vector with 1 in the µth-entry for µ = 0, . . . , n. The matrices representing the an(n) sector are given bỹ
where e a = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) is a n-component vector with 1 in the ath-entry for a = 1, . . . , n.
A general group element d ∈D(T ) = T × AN(n) can be expressed as d = t g where t is a pure translation and g is a pure AN(n) element. The explicit matrix form of the group element is given by
whereg ∈ AN(n) is a (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix and x n+1 = (x 0 , x a ) is a (n + 1)-component vector with real entries x µ ∈ R that parametrize the group elements of T ∼ R n,1 , t = e x µ Pµ .
The AN(n) group can be parametrized in different ways using a set of real coordinates {p 0 , . . . , p n } so the matrix group entries areg ij (p).
Before presenting the Poisson brakets for particular parametrizations we will first write down the results in a general, coordinate independent, form. Using the matrix representation for D(t) the Poisson brackets for the Heisenberg double are determined by
with the r-matrix given by (74). In order to see how the Poisson brackets can be read off the expression above, one should recall that, in a simplified case in which d is a 2 × 2-matrix, the left hand side of (82) would be given, for example, by 
whereas the components in the right hand side of (82) are simply those of the product of the
An explicit calculation of (82) leads thus to the following Poisson brackets
where g ij (p) are the entries of the matrix representing a pure AN(n) element in T × AN(n) and the last bracket can be written explicitly in terms of coordinates x µ and the entries of g as 
5 It is worth to mention that using the adjoint representation R for an(n), we can describe the right decomposition of d = g t ∈ T × AN (n). The Poisson brackets are again obtained from (82) just changing the sign of the r-matrix, r → −r and are given by (84), (85) and
For illustrative purposes we write down the explicit form of the Poisson brackets above for some specific parametrizations widely used in the literature. A pure AN(n) group element g can be written as to the time-symmetric parametrization [49] . The general group element (89) gives rise to the following general element
where p n = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) and x (n+1) = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ). Notice that the AN(n) part is an upper-triangular matrix and this is a consequence of choosing the co-adjoint representation for the basis of its Lie algebra. From (86) and using that {x
we find that the Poisson brackets for the different coordinates systems labelled by β are
It is worth to write down the relations for the cases β = 0, . For the time-to-the-right case β = 0 the deformed brackets at all orders in κ read
The case β = 1 or time to the left has the following Poisson brackets
and to the second order in 1 κ the only relevant relation is
Finally, the time symmetric case β = 1 2
for which the expansion up to second order is
The brackets for the time-to-the-right parametrization (92), β = 0 coincide with those found in [30] [31] [32] [33] . 6 . It is worth mentioning that in [32, 33] the Poisson brackets were obtained using a different procedure starting from the Kirillov symplectic form [23] to write down the kinetic term for the reduced action of the relativistic particle. 7 In our approach the Poisson structure is derived purely in terms of the algebraic structure of the generators of the momentum group manifold.
Before closing the section a remark is in order. We determined a symplectic Poisson structure on the phase space group manifold Γ = T × AN(n) using the Heisenberg double construction. The alternative Drinfeld double construction, has the property of being compatible with the Lie group multiplication and indeed is related to the symmetries of the phase space [50] . Using (55) with the commutator, i.e.
find the Poisson brackets associated to the Drinfeld double structure. These are given again by (86), (85) but now {x µ , g} = 0 for all µ, so the "cross" brackets between position and momenta vanish identically.
V. DEFORMING MOMENTUM SPACE TO THE GROUP SL(2, R)
We now discuss another important example of group valued momenta which emerge in the context of three-dimensional gravity and, like the AN(n) case discussed above, are associated to a deformation of the Poincaré group.
As it is well known, in three space-time dimensions gravity does not possess local degrees of freedom. Point-like particles can be included in theory as topological defects. For instance, coupling a spinless particle at rest to gravity results in a conical metric with the particle manifold. 7 For a different approach to deformed phase spaces which makes use of the theory of Hopf algebroids see [34] [35] [36] sitting at the tip of the cone [2] . This conical metric can be pictured as a wedge cut out from the spatial plane characterized by a deficit angle proportional to the mass of the particle α = 8πGm, where G is Newton's gravitational constant which in two dimensions has units of inverse mass. The deficit angle is described through a rotation by 8πGm which is captured by calculating the holonomy of the flat connection around the location of the particle. Thus the momentum at rest of the particle is determined by a rotation proportional to mG i.e. a group element belonging to SL(2, R), the (double cover) of the group of isometries of threedimensional Minkowski space. A description of a moving defect can be obtained by boosting the conical metric, in this case the three momentum of the particle will be a general element of SL(2, R) [3, 51] . Various treatments exist for the description of the phase space of point particles coupled to gravity in three dimensions [3, 52, 53] and its symmetries [54, 55] .
Here we will show how our general prescription for defining Poisson structures on group manifold phase spaces can be applied to this case where the phase space is given by the cartesian product of the group of translations times the double cover of the three dimensional Poincaré group, R 2,1 × SL(2, R). In particular we take as the only input of our construction the algebraic properties determined by the Lie group structure of the (extended) momentum space SL(2, R).
As in the previous Section, we start from the Lie algebra t ⊕ sl(2, R) and the infinitesimal counterpart of the Poisson bivector, the co-commutator δ t⊕sl(2,R) . Let us denote with {P µ } and {X µ } the generators of t and sl(2, R), respectively, whose Lie algebras are determined by the following Lie brackets
for all µ = 0, 1, 2 and
The Lie brackets of sl(2, R) are obtained from the usual relation [X µ ,X ν ] = 1 ℓ ǫ µνσX σ , raising and lowering indices using a "mostly minus" Minkowski metric and the totally skewsymmetric Levi-Civita pseudotensor is such that ǫ 012 = 1 [57] . The direct sum t ⊕ sl(2, R)
can be made into a Lie algebra extending the inner product as in (59) and defining Lie brackets such that the product is ad-invariant. The resulting Lie algebra structure is given by the brackets (97, 98) together with
We can now introduce co-commutators on t ⊕ sl(2, R) using an r-matrix analogous to (74).
Denoting the complete set of generators Z A = {P µ ,X µ } we have for the co-commutator the explicit relations
These co-commutators turn t ⊕ sl(2, R) into a Lie bi-algebra i.e. a classical double which we denote asD(t). We can represent the generators as matrices using the co-adjoint representation, as in the previous Section. In such representation the generators Z A can be written as 4 × 4-matrices as
where u µ is a 3-component vector with 1 in the µ-entry for µ = 0, . . . , 2 and as 
A general element of the T × SL(2, R) group manifold can be decomposed in terms of a pure translation and a pure SL(2, R) transformation as d = tg with the following general matrix
whereg ∈ SL(2, R) is a 3 × 3 matrix and
are the matrices representing a pure Lorentz transformation and a pure translation, respectively. 
Using the adjoint representation, instead of the co-adjoint one, the Poisson brackets are given again by (106) and (107) but now the mixed brackets read {x µ , g} = −gX µ . These brackets coincide with those found in [3] , one of the earliest descriptions of the phase space of gravitating particle in three dimensions based on the Hamiltonian treatment of the reduced action of the gravity-plus-particle system.
It is instructive to focus on a given parametrization of the momentum group manifold. We consider the "exponential coordinates" [51] for which g ∈ SL(2, R) is obtained as g = e −pµX µ , These relations can be written in a compact way as
We can consider cartesian coordinates on the group manifold by transforming the general group element in exponential coordinates (109) through the relations [51] 
We find that the group element parametrized by cartesian coordinate is represented by the following matrix These Poisson brackets coincide at first order in the deformation parameter with those found in [56] . The Poisson brackets in [56] are given by {x µ , x ν } = ℓǫ {X µ } is the basis for sl(2, R), while the convention we are following is that of [57] , where [X µ , X ν ] = ǫ µνσ X σ with a mostly minus Minkowski metric for lowering and raising indices and ǫ 012 = 1. Therefore, in order to compare we must identify
which translates into the following identifications for the phase space coordinates
Taking into account these identifications we can compare and we indeed get the same results up to first order in the deformation parameter as in [56] .
VI. COMPOSITE SYSTEMS OF CLASSICAL PARTICLES
The treatment of multi-particle systems with group valued momenta has notoriously been controversial. Indeed when considering the deformations of translations associated to such models it is often assumed that any elementary system, quantum or classical, exhibits a non-trivial composition of momenta associated with the non-abelian group multiplication of momentum space. This leads to blatant contradictions with the known laws of kinematics of macroscopic bodies known in the literature as "the soccer ball problem" [58, 59] . In this Section we discuss the composition of momenta in classical systems both in undeformed relativistic kinematics and in the deformed case discussed so far. We will show that under the assumption that phase spaces of composite systems with group valued momenta are given by the cartesian product of their components the total momentum of a multi-particle system is given by the abelian sum of the individual momenta of the components. We briefly mention how, upon quantization the non-abelian structure of momentum space comes into play and momenta associated to multiparticle states must compose according to a nonabelian composition rule. Thus as long as we do not observe "quantum soccer balls" in experiments there is no obvious problem with the composition of momenta in systems with a Lie group momentum space.
Let us start by recalling that, as seen in the previous Sections, the phase space of a classical relativistic (spinless) point particle is just a direct sum vector space given by Γ = R 3,1 ⊕ R 3,1 * . Let us restrict to momentum space Γ p = R 3,1 * . The dual space to Minkowski space is isomorphic to Minkowski space itself as vector space R 3,1 * ≃ R 3,1 equipped with the usual (abelian) vector addition p + q for p, q ∈ Γ p . Let us recall that an observable O for a classical system is a map O : Γ → R. A particular set of observables is given by the components of momentum P µ , so that to p ∈ Γ p one associates a four-vector
Now let us consider a composite systems made of two particles. The phase space of such system will be given 8 by the cartesian product of the respective phase spaces Γ ≡ Γ 1 × Γ 2 ≃ Γ 1 ⊕ Γ 2 where the last isomorphism holds if Γ 1 and Γ 2 are vector spaces. Again we can focus on the momentum sector of phase space which will be given by Γ p = Γ p1 ⊕Γ p2 . Given a point
we want to see how the single particle momenta combine to give the total momentum associated to such point in phase space. In order to do so let us first recall how the vector composition is defined for direct sums of vector spaces. Given
we can extend the vector addition + defined in Γ p to Γ p1 ⊕ Γ p2 as follows
An observation which will be crucial for what follows is that, given the composition above,
Now let us look at the observable P µ (p 1 , p 2 ) associated to the momentum space point
Starting from the definition of (coordinate) functions on the cartesian product of spaces we have
where in the fourth term we used the analogous of (115) for R 3,1 ⊕ R 3,1 .
Now let us consider for example P µ (p 1 , 0), this is the momentum observable associated to the two-particle system when particle 2 has vanishing momentum and thus we can make the
Mathematically this is reflected in the fact that for a generic group G the isomorphism G ×{½} ≃ G, where ½ is the identity element, holds and, in particular in our case R 3,1 × {0} ≃ R 3,1 . Such isomorphism maps the sum + restricted to (R 3,1 × {0}) × ({0} × R 3,1 ) to the ordinary sum defined on R 3,1 × R 3,1 . Thus the total momentum of the system is the map that associates, via the isomorphsims above, to the
obtained from the vector sum of the single particle four-momenta p
To summarize: starting from basic first principles we reproduced the familiar composition of momenta we are accustomed to. Even though the discussion above might seem redundant, it helps clarifying the subtleties one faces in treating group valued momenta as we are now going to see.
Let us now consider the case of classical deformed kinematics in which the momentum (vector) space is replaced by a group manifold. As we have seen in the previous sections the deformed phase space will be given by Γ = R 3,1 × G where G is a four dimensional nonabelian Lie group. In analogy with the undeformed case, observables will be given by maps from Γ to the real numbers R. In particular a four-momentum observable P µ associates a four-vector to the any momentum space element π ∈ Γ π = G namely:
In complete analogy with the undeformed case, the phase space of a composite system of two particles is given by Γ = Γ 1 × Γ 2 = R 3,1
2 × G 1 × G 2 and the total momentum space is thus Γ
Now let us focus on the single-particle four-momentum observable P µ : Γ π → R 3,1 . This observable corresponds to a choice of coordinate function on the momentum group manifold G [29] . The first thing to notice is that the Lie group multiplication induces a non-abelian addition law ⊲ for four-momenta defined by
for π,π ∈ Γ π The main point we want to stress is that such addition law does not represent the composition law for classical four-momentum observables. To see that this is the case let us consider the four-momentum observable for the two particle state (π 1 , π 2 ). From the definition of coordinates on cartesian products of manifolds we have
and from the property of addition on the cartesian product
where in the last equality we used the fact that ½, the identity element in the group G, corresponds to "vanishing" four-momentum. Using the isomorphism G × {½} ≃ G we can make the obvious identification P
. Now let us recall that the group law · can be extended to the cartesian product G 1 × G 2 as follows:
In particular any element (
Notice how the restriction of the group law · to the cartesian product (
is abelian. Indeed for the four momentum observable associated to a classical two particle (π 1 , π 2 ) state we have
Once such identity is established one can proceed as in the undeformed case and associate, via the identifications P
2 a total momentum four-vector to the two particle momentum observable P µ (π 1 , π 2 )
This shows 9 that for classical systems, which are described by cartesian products, to the observable P µ (π 1 , π 2 ) we can associate a total momentum four vector π The non-abelian Lie group multiplication of momentum space plays however a non-trivial role when we look at the quantum counterparts of our systems. The state of quantum relativistic particle is described by a vector (to be precise a "ray") in a Hilbert space |p ∈
H. An "one-particle"-observable in this case is a (linear, self-adjoint) operator on H. We focus on four-momentum P µ , i.e. the observable associated to generators of space-time translations. A basis of H is given by eigenstates of P µ P µ |p = P µ (p)|p .
The abstracts kets |p admit a representation in term of (wave)-functions on Minkowski space, in particular x|p = e ipx = e p (x). A two-particle system (we set aside the question of (un)-distinguishability) is described by the tensor product H 2 = H 1 ⊗ H 2 . How do we define the action of the observable P µ on two-particle states? We can actually derive it using the point-wise multiplication naturally associated to functions on Minkowski space and linearity of observables and, in particular, of four-momenta which act as derivatives on such functions. Since for plane waves we have e p 1 (x) · e p 2 (x) ≡ e p 1 +p 2 (x) (126) 9 See also [62] where similar conclusions for a classical system where reached starting from a different perspective.
by definition P µ (e p 1 +p 2 (x)) = P µ (p 1 + p 2 ) e p 1 +p 2 (x) (127) and for the homomorphism property for coordinate functions on R 3,1 we have
The main point which should be clearly stressed is that while in the classical case the fourmomentum of a two-particle system is given by P µ (p 1 , p 2 ) in the quantum domain we have to consider instead P µ (p 1 + p 2 ). From the definition of inner product for tensor product states
we have
from which we can easily derive the action of P µ on two particle states
i.e. such action is dictated by the familiar Leibniz rule. In the deformed case the story is well known (see e.g. [63, 64] ) and we will briefly review the basic concepts referring the reader to [64] for further details. When momentum space is represented by a group manifold G basis vectors of the one paricle Hilbert space H will be given by kets |π labelled by group elements π ∈ G. These kets admit a plane wave representation in terms of non-commutative plane waves e π (x) = x|π . Indeed the usual point-wise product for functions over Minkowski space are replace by a non-commutative ⋆-product e π 1 (x) ⋆ e π 2 (x) ≡ e π 1 ·π 2 (x)
reflecting the non-abelian nature of the momentum group manifold G. The usual algebra of functions on R 3,1 representing "wave-functions" is now replaced by a non-commutative algebra and thus deformed quantum kinematics may be seen as "non-commutative geometry" of the Hilbert space of quantum states. In analogy with the undeformed case the four-momentum observable P µ associates four-vectors to the eigen-kets |π
and thus P µ e π (x) = P µ (π) e π (x). From this we see that
and thus the total momentum of a quantum two-particle state is given by
i.e. usual four-momenta addition + is replaced by a non-abelian composition law ⊲. Notoriously this non-abelian composition of momenta reflects in a non-Leibniz action of the quantum observable P µ . Indeed from
one sees that
but rather P µ acts on tensor product states according to a deformed Leibniz rule which can be read off the non-abelian composition law and which we formally write P µ (|π 1 ⊗ |π 2 ) = P (1)µ |π 1 ⊗ |π 2 + |π 1 ⊗ P (2)µ |π 2 .
This type of non-symmetric action on tensor product representations is typical of nontrivial Hopf algebras and in fact is the characterizing feature of deformations of the algebra of translation generators appearing both in the "quantum double" and κ-Poincaré models.
What we just showed is that such a non-trivial structure plays a role for multi-component quantum states but it does not affect the behaviour of classical observables.
VII. SUMMARY
In this work we formulated a general framework for consistently defining Poisson structures on phase spaces with group valued momenta. Borrowing tools from the theory of Poisson-Lie groups and Lie bi-algebras we showed that such structures can be constructed, using appropriate r-matrices, using as input just the algebraic structure of the generators of the momentum space Lie group. We applied our results to well studied examples of group momentum spaces reproducing and generalizing known results. Moving from single to multi-particle systems, we discussed the behaviour of four-momentum observables. We showed how single-particle momenta compose according to a ordinary sum to give the total four-momentum of a composite system.
The most pressing question, which is the subject of ongoing work, is how to generalize the picture we presented to include spin. Since the natural tool for including a relativistic particle's spin in the classical phase space is the use of the co-adjoint orbit method, we will look to adapt the existing extensions of the latter to Poisson-Lie groups to the specific framework of deformed phase-spaces. The other important question is how to bridge the picture we presented in this work with the associated quantum deformations of the Poincaré group and algebra. The key to this connection will be a judicious use of the Drinfeld double structure at the classical level. This will provide the classical r-matrices compatible with the momentum group structure which will yield the "infinitesimal" structure to be connected with the deformed Leibniz rule associated to the deformation. Upon quantization we expect all the structure of the deformed relativistic symmetries associated to the various momentum Lie group to emerge naturally from such classical structure. This will allow to complete a picture in which deformed relativistic phase spaces and their associated quantum group symmetries emerge solely from the specification of the non-trivial Lie group structure of momentum space.
